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Greetings. It is the middle of summer and there is so much nature to see. 
Breeding bird song will soon be on the wane which I find so disappointing. 
Is there anything more wonderful on earth than the songs of birds? Of 
course you could make a pretty compelling list of natural wonders that rival 
bird song but I cannot imagine this world without the sound of birds. We 
have to put up with a lack of song for several months each year but everyone 
notices when they hear their first cardinal or House Finch of the year on a 
sunny day in the dead of winter. It is such an uplifting moment!

I have put several HSA Nature Notes into this issue as not all Club members 
are subscribed to this googlegroup and some of the notes are worthy of 
being published again in the Wood Duck, in perpetuity, as it were. Please 
read the article about the Eco-Goat Project at the Sheelah Dunn Dooley 
Nature Sanctuary. This project will provide valuable insight into whether 
goats are better than human volunteers at eliminating invasive shrubs and 
forbs. There may be an opportunity for you to visit these goats some time 
this summer (see page 223 for info on this). 

There is also an article about the goings-on at the Grimsby Wetlands (what 
a busy place) and an interesting article about butterflies along Sandy Lake 
Road in Peterborough. The numbers and diversity of butterflies that can be 
seen there are remarkable. We have nothing like this in the HSA. Not even 
close which is unfortunate. Also included here is the summary of the last 
Bird Study Group meeting (April) by Michael Rowlands about ‘birding by 
ear’, presented by Rob Porter, which ties into my first paragraph. Learning 
your birds by sound alone is an important asset when you are breeding 
bird atlassing. I’m sure several of you taking part in the 3rd installment of 
the 5-year Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas which started this year. If you are 
not participating and would like to, send me an email and I will get you 
connected with the right people. Anyone can take part, wherever  you do 
your birding.

On a very depressing note the Ford government is at it again in their ceaseless 
attack on the environment, again on our cherished conservation authorities. 
Please read the CATCH article within and respond to your local MPP. They 
usually back down when they see which way the wind is blowing. 

Have a great time out in nature! 

From the Editor

Bill Lamond
Editor

For information about contacting the Board of 
Directors, visit our website at: 
hamiltonnature.org/about-us/board-of-directors
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Species of the Month:
Eastern Garter Snake (Thamnophis sirtalis)

Family: Colubridae.
Everyone knows the Garter Snake. It is the most 
commonly encountered snake by far in our area. We take 
it for granted but it is a beautiful species. It can only be 
confused with the rare Ribbon Snake which you would be 
very lucky to see in our area. Despite its commonness it is 
surely less common than in the past as so many get killed 
on roads; last time I checked all roads have more traffic 
with each passing year. 

Habitat: They can occur almost anywhere even 
occasionally in urban backyards.

Range: This species is very widespread across eastern 
North America ranging as far north as Moosonee. 

The Photo: Paul Smith took this photo in his backyard in 
the Beverly Swamp at Westover Rd, N of 8th Conc on 11 
April 2021. This snake had just emerged from hibernation 
and I bet it was keen to soak up some sun and get warm.

On the Cover:
Silvery Blue at Valens Conservation Area
The Silvery Blue is a relatively recent arrival to the 
Hamilton Area. For reasons completely unknown, its 
range began to spread southwards from its core range 
in Ontario along the edge of the shield and northwards. 
It first reached the northern part of the study area in 
about 1995. It has not yet colonized the whole HSA as I 
have yet to see one in Brantford (SW part of circle) even 
though I have seen them for a couple of years now east of 
St George. This colonization is very much like that of the 
Inornate Ringlet which colonized the HSA a generation 
ago. And it is not dissimilar from how the Common 
Raven also moved south for unknown reasons and has 
now completely colonized the HSA. 
It is only found from late May until late June and can 
be fairly common in some parts of the HSA. Unlike 
the Spring Azure and Summer Azure, it often spreads 
it wings when perched to reveal a gorgeous blue. It is a 
welcome addition to our fauna.
The photo was taken by Chris Motherwell on 31 May 
2020 at Valens Conservation Area.
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HSA Nature Note – American Kestrel Hunting Strategy 
About thirty minutes ago, I was walking home through Victoria Park in Strathcona. As 
I approached Locke North and Peter, I saw a small raptor fly up to a hole in a concrete 
utility pole and pluck a nestling House Sparrow out of it. It then flew N/E but not far. 
The sun had been in my eyes but I was quite sure that it was an American Kestrel. We 
don’t get kestrels frequently in the neighbourhood but they’re not terribly uncommon.

I phoned Jackson Hudecki right away as it was headed towards his backyard. He 
couldn’t find the bird. I got home five minutes later and Jackson texted to tell me to 
look at the spire of Zion United, at the corner of Pearl and Napier. A male kestrel was 
surveying the area. I took a long-range photo from my backyard. Jackson and I are 
two blocks away from each other but we both have unobstructed views of the spire.

I went back inside and, soon after, received another text from Jackson. The kestrel 
had dropped and Jackson had heard a racket of agitated bird noise before he saw the 
falcon with another nestling in it’s clutches.

I’ve never witnessed this successful hunting strategy prior to today – Barry Coombs.

American Kestrel at Zion 
United Church on Napier 

St, Hamilton - 17 May 2021 
- photo Barry Coombs.

HSA Nature Note – Woodchuck on the Move
This morning (21 May) I was birding with Sarah Lamond at the Gilkison Flats in Brantford beside the 
Grand River. After rounding a bend I noticed what appeared to be a Beaver swimming through some rapidly 
flowing water towards shore. I saw the tail sticking up a bit and it didn’t look too Beaver-like but it was not 
a Muskrat nor a Mink so Beaver it was. It was not until it began to climb up on the bank that Sarah stated 
it was a Groundhog. Indeed it was and it had no problems swimming nor climbing up the steep bank it was 
confronted with to get up on to the floodplain. 
Soon we saw it again as it was walking right 
towards us. It got fairly close and was not very 
timid. Nonetheless it soon decided to take a 
detour through a muddy marsh area rather 
than approach closer to us.

This Woodchuck was on the move I suppose 
looking for a new home unless crossing the 
river was part of its normal routine to get to 
different food sources. The food on each side 
of the river would be much different here. An 
unusual sighting for both of us.

I was taught that the proper name of this 
species was Eastern Woodchuck although it 
was commonly called Groundhog. But I notice 
even iNaturalist calls it Groundhog. I think most naturalists refer to it as Groundhog. I suppose I use both 
names. A more appropriate name would be Eastern Marmot.

The photo was taken by Sarah as it traversed the muddy marsh – Bill Lamond.

Eastern Woodchuck at Gilkison Flats, Brantford - 21 May 2021 - photo 
Sarah Lamond.
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Eco-Goats Invasive Plant Management at the Sheelah 
Dunn Dooley Nature Sanctuary
by MAIA MOORE AND FAYE PERCHANOK

THE  HAMILTON NATURALISTS’ CLUB recently 
acquired the Sheelah Dunn Dooley Nature Sanctuary 
(SDDNS) property and are excited to be researching 
the use of goats as an invasive species management 
strategy. The SDDNS is a 53-acre site located southwest 
of Burlington, bordered by Hillsdale Avenue, Old 
York Road, Plains Road West and the Gate of Heaven 
Cemetery.3 The SDDNS has extensive growth of invasive 
plants, particularly Common Buckthorn, Multiflora 
Rose and Dog-strangling Vine. The sanctuary is part of 
a diverse north-south corridor that helps species move 
from Cootes Paradise to the Niagara Escarpment. The 

ecological importance of this region therefore reinforces 
the need for the control and management of invasive 
species. Historically, the SDDNS was used for cropland, 
but was abandoned approximately 60 years ago. Upon 
being abandoned for agricultural use, growth on the 
land was dominated by forbs (wildflowers) and grasses, 
with sporadic shrubby vegetation. Continued growth, 

within the mid 2010s, was predominantly Gray Dogwood, 
transforming the land to a thicketed ecosystem. This 
landscape change can be seen below. Other native species 
in the region include Riverbank Grape, Canada Goldenrod, 
and bromes, among many others.

Analysis performed by Niagara College Researchers 
estimates that invasive species occupy 60-70% of land 
within the study area.3 This coverage demonstrates the 
importance of invasive species management on the 
property. In 
collaboration 
with McMaster 
University, 
leading-edge 
research is being 
performed on 
the property, 
testing the 
effectiveness of 
goats as 
invasive species 
management. 

Using goats 
for vegetation 
management and 
environmental 
restoration is 
becoming an increasingly popular, cost-effective, and 
sustainable management strategy. Goats limit the need 

Figure 1: Map of Sheelah Dunn Dooley Nature Sanctuary with the 
study area outlined in yellow.3

Figure 2. Change in vegetation cover at the Sheelah Dunn Dooley 
Nature sanctuary from 1953 to 2014.3

Gray Dogwood grows in abundance 
at the SDDNS. It is a flowering shrub 
native to the area and helps develop a 
healthy ecosystem by providing a food 
source for a variety of species. The 
Gray Dogwood is a forage plant for 
White-tailed Deer. The berries appear 
before most other dogwoods, making 
it popular with the squirrels and over 
100 bird species that eat the fruit. It 
forms a dense thicket, providing cover 
and nesting sites for wildlife.2
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for chemical and mechanical techniques traditionally 
used in species management and goats can have a 
number of environmental benefits in a region. Goats 
effectively consume woody, invasive plant species as 
these plants often have higher mineral content, making 
them desirable for the goats.4 Goats also graze on weeds, 
which can limit the opportunity for the weeds to flower 
and spread seeds. As seeds pass through the goats’ 
digestive tract, seeds are destroyed so they are not able to 
germinate from goat feces.4

The Hamilton 
Naturalists’ 
Club has 
developed an 
observation 
strategy to 
assess the 
effectiveness 
of the goats as 
invasive species 
managers. The 
study area has 
been divided 
into thirty 
50’ by 50’ 
numbered plots 
pairs that will 
be managed 
by either goats 
or people. The 
plots have 

been equally divided among goats and people, as well 
as four randomly selected control plots that will not be 
managed. Within the thirty plots, 14 have been selected 
as monitoring plots. These plots have an additional 10’ 
by 10’ 
square 
that will 
be closely 
observed 
before and 
after the 
goats visit 
the plot 
or people 
manage the 
invasive 
species to 
further 

assess the effectiveness of 
the management group.

Monitoring of these 
observation squares 
includes quantitative 
analysis of types of ground 
cover, such as bare ground, 
leaf debris, woody debris, 
forbs, grass, moss, shrub, 
tree, and vine. Researchers 
will note species present 
in each category and make 
general observations for 
the whole plot. While 
the goats are in plots, 
researchers will observe 
weather conditions, goat 
activity, plants consumed 
by the goats, and take 
specific photographs to 
document observations 
and any changes.

To stay up to date with 
the Eco-goat project, 
find us on Instagram @
sddecogoats and tiktok 
@ecogoats. For people 
interested in getting 
involved in the SDDNS 
Eco-goat project, volunteer 
opportunities can be found 
on Instagram. Potential 
volunteers must reach 
out to Jen Baker (land@
hamiltonnature.org) to 
sign up for volunteer time 
to maintain COVID19 
protocols. As things 
continue to open up in 
the province, visitors will 
be allowed on site. Visitor 
opportunities will be 
shared on Instagram @
sddecogoats, and visitors 
will need to sign up for 
time slots by emailing 
Jen Baker (land@
hamiltonnature.org).

Common Buckthorn, likely introduced 
in the 1880’s, is an invasive plant that 
came from Europe and is now widely 
found in Eastern Canada. It is one of 
the major invasive plants at the SDDNS 
and is problematic due to its ability to 
spread aggressively, out-competing 
native species. It grows into dense 
thickets, making it harder for native 
species to grow. Common Buckthorn 
also changes soil composition, 
decreasing soil quality, as well as 
encouraging non-native earthworms, 
which facilitate the destruction of leaf 
layers.1

Meet Lynx! Lynx is the leader of the male goats. 
While the males are more independent than the 
females, they all know not to mess with Lynx. 
He’s had some nerves while travelling but, is 
starting to overcome them, and once he’s here he 
works hard eating as much as he can! Although 
he’s nearing retirement, he’s still in line for 
employee of the month.

Figure 3. Instagram updates for 
the SDDNS Eco-Goat Project.
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The SDDNS would like to recognize that it is located on 
Traditional Land of the Haudenosaunee, Anishinabewabi, 
Attiwandenank and Mississauga of the Credit peoples and 
is a part of the One spoon with One Dish Covenant. The 
Hamilton Naturalists’ Club is working to restore this land 
to its natural, pre-colonized ecosystem. Using goats for 
invasive species removal could effectively increase invasive 
removal and restore the land at a more efficient pace, in 
the hopes of improving the area’s ecosystem as an action 
towards reconciliation.
Sources
1. Anderson H. Invasive Common (European) Buckthorn 
(Rhamnus cathartica). Peterborough, ON: Ontario Invasive Plant 
Council; 2021. Best Management Practices in Ontario. https://
www.ontarioinvasiveplants.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2016/06/OIPC_
BMP_Buckthorn.pdf

2. Arbor Day Foundation. Grey Dogwood; Cornus racemosa. 
Arbor Day Foundation2021. https://www.arborday.org/trees/
treeguide/TreeDetail.cfm?ItemID=829

3. Armstrong J, Jose S, McLaren A, McNeely M. Invasive Species 
Management Plan for the Sheelah Dunn Dooley Nature Sanctuary 
in Burlington, Ontario: Exploring goat eco-grazing as a method of 
invasive species control. Niagara Ontario: Niagara College; 2021. 
Graduate Students Ecosystem Restoration.

4. Hart S. P.  Recent perspectives in using goats for vegetation 
management in the USA. Journal of Dairy Science. 2001; (84): 
170–176.

Image Sources

Figure 1 and 2: Armstrong J, Jose S, McLaren A, McNeely M. 
Invasive Species Management Plan for the Sheelah Dunn Dooley 
Nature Sanctuary in Burlington, Ontario: Exploring goat eco-
grazing as a method of invasive species control. Niagara Ontario: 
Niagara College; 2021. Graduate Students Ecosystem Restoration.

Figure 3 and Information: Authors Maia Moore and Faye 
Perchano

Black-morph Red Fox kit at Lift Bridge (Hamilton side) - 23 June 2021 - photo Stewart Scott.
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Ontario Nature Youth Summit Will Be a Series of Online & Offline Events this Year

Attention Teens 14 – 19+ Years Old – You could attend Free!

The HNC has sponsored several youths to attend this summit in the past, and will again this year. This is a 
great event for fun and learning. If you are interested in attending as an HNC sponsored teen, please send 
your name by e-mail to Jim Stollard (jjstollard@sympatico.ca) for more information. Deadline is July 31, 
2021.

The 2021 Youth Summit for Mother Earth will be held as a series of online and offline events, with key events 
happening on September 25 and 26, 2021, and a follow-up virtual event in October. The offline events are 
conditional on the recommendations of public health authorities in light of COVID-19.

Who is eligible: A total of 200 youth (aged 14–20) from across Ontario for our largest summit yet!

The summit will feature workshops, keynote speakers, and plenty of group activities and challenges to get 
participants outdoors.

Visit ontarionature.org/events/youth-summit/ to learn more.

Centennial Pins Sold Out!

Beth Jefferson informs the Editor that the fine-looking HNC 
Centennial Pins have all been sold. She has had a few recent 
inquiries about availability, hence the need for this notice.

If you have discovered that you have some extra Centennial Pins, 
please let Beth know. 
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Murder Most Foul  – 19 May 2021
by Joanna Chapman
One of the four nesting boxes attached to my house was occupied by a pair of chickadees this spring. The box was 
installed last fall and is within 18 inches of my back door.  The chickadees had been busy feeding their young, but 
two days ago activity ceased.  
 
I went outside and looked at the box but noticed on the ground in front of the door what appeared to be nest 
material - almost as though it had been deliberately placed there.  When back inside my kitchen I saw a House 
Wren sitting on a bush 12 feet away. As I stood at the door watching I saw the wren enter the birdhouse about 30 
times, each time returning to the bush and wiping its beak.  My heart sank as the penny slowly dropped.

Later in the day I opened the box, which was totally empty, except a single chickadee hatchling stabbed to death, 
almost as though left as a message.  When I disposed of the young bird in the bushes, a House Wren began to sing 
lustily from the adjacent garden.  Returning to the kitchen, I witnessed a wren fly into the box twice, and leave 
again singing gleefully.
 
Not only had the wren removed every scrap of the nesting material but also the other young birds.  The murderer 
has not returned to the scene of the crime and the box now  sits sad and empty. It should be added that the wrens 
are nesting in a box which is on a pole some 30  feet away from the front of the house.

Do Birds That Prey Together Stay Together?
by Leanne Grieves & Barry Cherriere
We observed an immature Red-tailed Hawk and immature Northern Harrier eating together at Windermere 
Basin for over 4 hours on 15 February 2021. We could not confirm what the food item was, but it appeared to be 
a fresh-looking, bloody carcass, possibly a pigeon. Barry observed that the food item appeared to be frozen into 
the ice. There were no overt signs of aggression between the two species observed by Barry or Leanne.

From 1:00 to 2:30 p.m., Barry observed the Red-tailed Hawk eating while the Northern Harrier waited nearby. 
The hawk eventually stopped eating and moved a short distance to perch nearby. The harrier then moved in to eat, 
but seemed uneasy with the hawk so close, as indicated by the way it mantled the food with tail feathers spread.

Leanne later observed the same pair from 5:00 to 5:30 p.m. At this time, the Red-tailed Hawk was again eating, 
with the Northern Harrier perched nearby (beside and slightly behind the hawk). After several minutes, the hawk 
finished eating, moved to the same nearby perch, and the harrier moved in and began eating the carcass. Leanne 
did not observe any mantling behaviour from either species. The hawk flew away and out of sight after a few 
minutes, while the harrier continued eating for some time. The harrier was still eating at 5:20 p.m.

This interesting set of observations suggests that the hawk and harrier were taking turns eating the shared food 
item over a period of at least four hours!
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More Problems for Conservation Authorities

Conservation Authorities are reeling from more major 
changes being imposed by the provincial government. 
Newly released rules threaten public hiking trails, tree 
planting, recreational and educational services, dam 
maintenance, and the protection of streams and aquifers 
from contamination.

The latest Ford government regulations restrict the “core 
mandate” of all Conservation Authorities and force them 
to negotiate with individual municipal councils to fund 
any other programs. This puts most of the long-standing 
services of the CAs in jeopardy at a time when the use of 
their lands are at an all time high.

Other CA activities deemed non-mandatory include 
forest management, wetland enhancement, invasive 
species control, new land purchases and the provision of 
ecological expertise to municipal planning decisions. Up 
until now, all local governments within a CA’s watershed 
automatically shared in funding all its work but now each 
will be able to opt-out of any non-mandatory program.

“This is a divide and conquer approach to have those 
services disappear at one municipality and two 
municipalities and so on who start cutting in a tight 
budget year,” Brantford Councillor Richard Carpenter 
told a recent meeting of the Grand River Conservation 
Authority which serves two dozen municipalities.

GRCA vice-chair Sue Foxton argued the changes create 
“a logistical nightmare” that will result in closed trails 
and other disruptions. She pointed out that the Ford 
government “has several times made huge errors and 
then months later stepped back and said oops”.

The staff at GRCA have determined that maintenance of 
only seven of the 27 dams in the Grand watershed could 
continue without special agreements with municipal 
councils. Cambridge mayor Kathryn McGarry pointed 
to the difficulties in allocating costs where “what happens 
in the top of the watershed ends up spreading down into 
the lower sections.”

The CA role in source water protection that was put in 
place after the Walkerton poisoned water tragedy remains 
as a core mandate, but it will no longer be funded by the 
province, putting additional pressure on Conservation 
Authority budgets. This led some GRCA board members 
to characterize the provincial move as “a download to 
municipalities”. 

Discussion of the provincial rules is on the agenda for the 
July 8 meeting of the Hamilton Conservation Authority. 
Its agenda includes a letter to the province from 
Conservation Ontario, the body that represents all 36 of 
the province’s CAs. Four of them have jurisdiction in parts 
of Hamilton including the GRCA, Conservation Halton 
and the Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority.

That Conservation Ontario letter argues that “nature-
based solutions to reduce the risks of flooding, erosion 
and drought” should be included in the mandatory 
category. It also urges the Ford government to include 
“passive recreational opportunities” such as hiking trails 
and boat launches.

“Conservation Areas provide safe and enjoyable 
recreational experiences in areas where Ontarians need 
them most,” notes the letter. “In many cases there is no 
revenue generated by the use of passive recreational 
lands. Being required to close these properties due to a 
lack of funding will have a negative impact.”

Access to some Conservation lands is already restricted 
by parking fees, entrance charges and other existing 
revenue-generation efforts by CAs. Most of their public 
funds come from municipalities. For example only about 
two percent of current HCA funding is provided by the 
provincial government.

Rule changes announced earlier included severely 
restricting citizen appointments to CA boards, allow the 
provincial cabinet to overrule permitting decisions, and 
force CAs to allow previously illegal damages to protected 
wetlands.
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Grimsby Wetlands Update
by BRUCE AND LAURIE MACKENZIE

WE MADE IT THROUGH winter and spring and 
have seen little in precipitation and this is on top of a 
very dry period since last June and the wetlands are 
showing the effects.

On May 21st we sprayed for Wild Parsnip again, like last 
year. We found quite a lot but fortunately almost all of 
it was where we suspected to find it. But there is some 
popping up in new spots.

There are signs on the property to help you identify it. 
Learn what it looks like by just the leaf alone and avoid 
it. We are planning on spraying it again next year and 
hopefully twice, once in late May and then again in June 
to catch up with what was missed in May. This plant 
is difficult to control. We hope to eliminate flowering 
plants as much as possible to stop seeds from being 
spread. The seeds can lay dormant for years in the soil 
so it will continue to pop for some years yet. Lucky us. 
It is a rare plant in this part of Ontario so far. In Eastern 
Ontario it is common in places. The Region of Niagara 
has funded this spraying so far. Try not to walk around 
Watcher’s Pond. This is where almost all of the Wild 
Parsnip is found on the south, west and north banks.

The water levels in the ponds are low. The pond east of 
the observation tower is about ¼ of its size from last 
spring. This could effect the Virginia Rail nesting. 

Watcher’s Pond has low water levels. As you may recall it 
dried up for a few months last fall. This allowed a number 
of new plants to move in. In early June none of the plants 
were showing as emerging from the shallow water but 
by the mid-month the pond looks like a young marsh. 
There is what looks like a solid carpet of cattails but with 
closer inspection there are openings. Last fall there were 
a lot of young cattails starting to grow in the mud and 
we predicted that they might last over the winter and 
present us with a marsh this year. Fortunately this has 
happened and we have the beginnings of a large marsh 
and not a shallow pond. Especially if we don’t get a lot of 
precipitation. All of the water at the Grimsby Wetlands 
is rain water. 

We have started discussions with staff at the Department 
of National Defence, the owners of the north 9 acre pond, 
about the DND starting a control programme on their 
property for invasive plants. They tell us that they will 
be hopefully completing plans this year and hopefully 
acting in 2022. Never too late. They are impressed with 
what we have accomplished so far with our control 
programme.

At this time we are planning on spraying the Phragmites 
that is now growing on the lands we care for. We are 
talking to contractor now. If we go ahead it will be in 
August or September. As you may remember we had a 
very successful spray programme in 2018 but the plant 
is creeping back in spots.

On May 31, Dave Don witnessed 12 young Wood Ducks 
emerging from one of our Wood Duck boxes and they 
followed their mother back into the cattails. This is the 
second year for Wood Duck nesting that we know about. 
We did not have that many young geese hatch this year. 
Hmmm, predators?

We have a pair of Common Gallinules back in the pond 
west of the tower. Hopefully they will breed again this 
year.

Watcher’s Pond at the Grimsby Wetlands - 18 June 2021 - photo 
Bruce Mackenzie.
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I do hope that everybody will encourage others 
and follow suit themselves in letting us know about 
breeding birds. It is extremely important for us to 
know so we can build up the importance of the lands 
for significant species to others.

Staff from the DND commented that the Winona 
DND property has important significance to the 
DND because of the threatened species found on the 
property. It is so important to be able to tell them what 
is here.

The Tree Swallows are doing well. Thanks to Jack and 
Linda Homer from St. Catharines. Purple Martins 
were heard in mid-June. We were going to put up a 
new gourd arrangement on a pole for the martins this 
year but because of Covid we could never get to the 
supplier south of Woodstock to get the equipment. 
Maybe next year.

A big new project this past winter and spring was 
putting a new interpretive panel up about the history 
of the Biggar Family on the property dating back to 
1796. With this new panel is a new viewing deck and 
bench just south of the observation tower. We really 
want to thank Mrs. Sandi Boswell, a descendant of the 
original Biggar’s, for the family history and photos.

If you have trouble reading the attached sign come out 
to the wetlands for a first hand look.

The Hamilton Conservation Authority is conducting a 
new Master Plan for the Fifty Point Conservation Area 

this year. Check out their website and get involved. 
What happens at Fifty Point is important to all of us 
even if you do not visit the park. The birds and other 
wildlife move back and forth.

Did you know that the green lands between the Fifty 
Point Conservation Area to the east end of the radio 
towers comprises over 400 acres and is the largest green 
space on the south shore of Lake Ontario in Ontario. 
The Grimsby Wetlands is a key central piece.

We have started a pleasant conversation with Roger’s 
Radio who owns the radio tower lands to the east of 
the wetlands. We have asked them to pull back on their 
grass mowing. Our first priority was to have them 
not cut during the bird nesting season and hopefully 
not until late fall so that the meadow plants can be 
there for the fall migrating insects and the Milkweed 
will be there for the Monarch’s caterpillars. We really 
appreciate Rogers, a private business, for listening to 
our concerns.

We know that threatened species, Eastern Meadowlark 
and Bobolink nest there. In your walks around the 
property, please let us know if you witness nesting 
behavior from these species or others. Please do not 
trespass. There are plenty of opportunities to observe 
birds from the boundaries of the radio tower lands and 
in the dog walk area at the north end of Oaks Rd that 
goes into the property.

Mallard nesting in nest tube at Grimsby Wetlands - 16 April 2021 - 
photo Bruce Mackenzie.

The Biggar Farm Through Time. Sign board at the Grimsby Wetlands.
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The Town of Grimsby will be conducting a Trails Master 
Plan this year. This is the first one that the Town has 
done. Please watch the Town’s website and get involved. 
They will need to hear from lots of people and hear what 
you want. This study should set us up for the future. As I 
hear more, I will let you know.

Always feel free to email to us your favorite pictures. 
As you likely know we use them in different articles. 
In the Spring edition of the Niagara Escarpment Views 
we had a extensive article on the Grimsby Wetlands. 
The information in the article will be familiar to Wood 
Duck readers but it was great to get into this magazine 
that is distributed from Niagara to Tobermory.

We also received further recognition. Bruce was 
awarded a Paul Harris Fellow Award from the Grimsby 
Rotary Club for his environmental work and specifically 

for our work at the wetlands. Bruce also received the JR 
Dymond Public Service Award from Ontario Nature 
with special mention of our work at the wetlands. What 
we do in the mud in Grimsby is noticed far and wide. 
Bruce wishes to thank the people who were so kind to 
nominate him, Wayne Fertich for the Rotary award and 
Dennis Lewington, Gord McNulty and Bob Curry for 
the Ontario Nature Award.

With the lower water levels in Watcher’s Pond we may 
enjoy seeing a lot of shorebirds and marsh birds feeding 
in the shallows. Perhaps there will be some there as you 
read this? Here’s hoping that we get enough rain to keep 
some water in it.

Take care, good birding and stay well.

HSA Nature Note - Woohoo! Doing our daily rounds of squishing Potato Beetle young (2 July 2021) we came across a couple of 
these Two Spotted Stink bugs (a google search tells me) eating some of them. Now we just need a lot more of them! - Ellen Horak.

Glen Morris - 2 July 2021 - photo Jerry Horak.
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Help With Social Media Messaging
As you know, for the past few years we have been working with other Hamilton area conservation, nature, 
and environmental organizations to develop a framework for the Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP); a Plan 
that we hope to implement in the coming years, with support and inclusion from the City of Hamilton.

In order to kick-start the implementation of the BAP, the framework for the Plan is being presented 
to Hamilton City Council on April 7 to (hopefully) get it approved by Council. Once City Council has 
approved the framework we can finalize the BAP and collectively begin the implementation process.

Over these next five weeks we have a communications strategy in place to engage the Hamilton public.

 We want to:

a) let them know that a Biodiversity Action Plan for their City is in the works, b) inspire their support for 
the goals of the BAP, and c) to encourage them to show their support by writing letters to their Councillors 

telling them they want them to vote YES to approve the BAP
We have created a Biodiversity Action Plan web page that is the public one-stop information centre for 

the Biodiversity Action Plan. You can find it at: https://www.hamiltonpollinatorparadise.org/biodiversity-
action-plan.html. We will share this link as widely as we can.

Our strategy depends heavily on communicating with the public over social media, on Instagram, Twitter 
and Facebook. This process is already successfully underway.

AND WE NEED YOUR HELP!

Collectively this membership can be an army of support on social media to help engage Hamiltonians in 
support of the BAP. Here’s how you can help:

- If you have your own Instagram, Twitter and Facebook accounts please FOLLOW us @HamiltonNature
- LIKE and REPOST/RETWEET our posts about the BAP

- create your own positive posts encouraging support of the goals of the BAP
- use our targeted hashtags in your social media posts

#BiodiversityHamilton
#GreenHamilton

#SupportBAP

IF YOU DON’T HAVE SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS, BUT WOULD LIKE TO:

If you would like to get involved with our social media campaign in support of getting Hamilton City 
Council to approve the BAP framework, but don’t have Twitter or Instagram accounts, or would like a few 

tips, our communications expert Deb is offering to help. All you need is a few tips and you’re off to the 
races! If you’re interested in this help, please contact me and I will connect you with Deb.

Thank you in advance for your help in publicly showing your support for the Biodiversity Action Plan and 
thereby encouraging Hamilton City Council to vote YES!! If you have any questions please contact Jen 

Baker at land@hamiltonnature.org or 905-524-3339.
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HSA Nature Note - Micro 
Tarantula
by JERRY BLOOM

THIS MORNING (9 June 2021) I noticed a chunky, 
slow moving black spider about 1.5 cm long crossing 
our driveway. I did not have my glasses on, but even 
without being able to see small details it was so 
distinctive that I could tell it was a species new to me. I 
depended on my trusty Samsung’s autofocus to get the 
image and later, with glasses on, was astounded to see 
the photo I’ve attached. 

If you haven’t done so yet, meet the Black Purseweb 
Spider, Sphodros niger, the only mygalomorph 
(tanantula-like) spider known to live in Canada. A 
little time with Prof Google taught me that this species 
is rarely encountered, as it lives in cryptically decorated tubular ground webs. Indeed, only males like this one out 
seeking love are typically observed. The female spends her entire life in her web which is so hard to find that the 
male was first described in 1842, but the female not until 1980, if you can believe Wikipedia. Even seeing a male is 
uncommon here. In total, there have been only 40 observations over the years on iNaturalist in Ontario, including 
mine this morning and two others in the HSA. The conservation status of this species in Ontario is unclear, but it 
is considered vulnerable. Its habitat is grasslands, prairies and open, early succession forests on well drained soils. 

Look at the huge chelicerae on this spider! The fangs are awesomely long, although the venom is apparently harmless 
to humans. This guy reared defensively at me but unfortunately my elderly eyes were incapable of perceiving the 
impressive nature of the threat.

The other notable creature I saw today was  tiny but otherwise perfectly formed Tiger Swallowtail butterfly nectaring 
on Dames Rocket. It was only about half again bigger than a Cabbage White. Sorry, no photo on this one – small 
as it was, it could fly quickly. Many years ago I encountered a similarly small Monarch. I was rearing Monarchs 
from larvae in the lab as part of a study in grad school. One of my caterpillars moulted from its penultimate 4th 
larval stage into a tiny chrysalis rather than a last or 5th stage caterpillar and developed into a tiny, perfect adult. 
Something similar must have happened to this swallowtail. A hormone called Juvenile Hormone controls this 
metamorphosis, and it is possible that both caterpillars suffered a deficiency in this hormone.

An interesting morning. Learn something new every day!

Black Purseweb Spider, Sphodros niger, - NE Flamborough - 9 
June 2021 - photo Jerry Bloom.
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How to Improve Your Birding by Ear with Rob Porter
by MICHAEL ROWLANDS

THE APRIL VIRTUAL MEETING of the Bird 
Study Group began with the usual comments and 
announcements from BSG Director Jackson Hudecki, 
including a notice that, in this pandemic year when 
few people are travelling, there would be a meeting in 
May. To get the latest information on what’s happening 
with our birding activities, it’s always recommended 
you check the calendar on the HNC website (https://
hamiltonnature.org/activities/calendar/)!

Our featured speaker was Rob Porter, Director-at-
Large for the HNC. Rob is a Hamilton-based naturalist 
and software engineer and is a key collaborator in 
the Hamilton Bioacoustics Research Project. He also 
produces and hosts a biweekly Songbirding podcast 
(songbirding.com), which provides narrated audio 
tours of various places that birds frequent.

His talk was entitled “Birdlistening – Learning Birding 
by Ear.” This is simply the process of identifying bird 
species by the vocalizations and other sounds they 
make rather than by their visual appearance and field 
marks. It doesn’t require binoculars or telescopes and 
helps quickly identify species when they can’t easily 
be seen (because they’re camouflaged or hiding or too 
high in the canopy) or species that “out of place.” The 
only requirement is the ability to hear clearly over a 
fairly wide range of frequencies, recognizing that most 
senior adults may lose high-frequency (>5,000 Hz) 
hearing as they age.

To illustrate bird vocalizations, Rob played us several 
audio spectrograms (also known as sonograms or 
spectrographs) of birds that sing in low, medium and 
high frequencies: these are visual representations of the 
sound frequencies produced by a subject bird over a 
period of time. Other non-vocal sounds of birds include 
the drumming of grouse, the wingbeats of doves on 
take-off, various noises made by woodpeckers at work, 
and bill snapping and popping of owls. The Peterson 
Field Guide to Bird Sounds of Eastern North America 
by Nathan Pieplow is a good reference that helps 

you identify bird 
species by the 
sounds they make.

Next Rob asked 
some volunteers 
(Tibor and Terri 
Bocz, Jackson 
Hudecki) what 
their biggest 
challenges with 
birding by ear 
were and their responses were: difficulty learning 
and remembering many different songs, hearing loss 
at high frequencies, too many similar songs, etc. Rob 
added that many feel it requires repeated exposure to 
the species, exceptional hearing and memory, and that 
it’s too much work for the casual birder. So, how can we 
overcome those challenges?

Rob’s opinion is that we best remember sounds of all 
types when there is a narrative associated with that 
sound. He illustrated this by having his volunteers 
correctly identify different non-bird sounds (car, chain 
saw, diesel engines; computer game sound effects, etc.) 
– sounds they seemed to know from historical cues.

Techniques that people have used to learn bird sounds 
include hearing someone imitate the sound of a bird 
with a mnemonic (e.g., an Eastern Towhee says “drink-
your-tea”), seeing the bird when it’s singing and 
remembering it, listening for tones and patterns in a 
bird’s song, or using a computer application to play a 
bird’s sound to see if it matches what you’ve heard. Rob 
added that listening repeatedly to a loop of a bird’s song 
also helps but believes that having a narrative behind a 
particular bird’s song is what works best. For example, 
a Rusty Blackbird’s song sounds to him like a rusty 
gate hinge, and a Black-throated Green Warbler’s song 
(“Trees, trees, lovely trees”) is a common, incessant 
background sound he remembers hearing when hiking 
on Bruce Peninsula trails. He played a number of songs 

Rob Porter.

Bird Study Group Meeting Summary – April 19, 2021
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and gave us stories to help remember them (e.g., the 
Red-eyed Vireo seems to be saying “Up high, treetop, 
over here”; the Yellow-throated Vireo could be known 
as the Sore-throated Vireo, and the Scarlet Tanager as a 
Sore-throated Robin).

Next Rob described various techniques for learning 
bird songs. First was building a deep knowledge of a 
particular birding patch by listening to the birds found 
there throughout the year. Learn the common ones 
first, then focus on the not-so-common ones. You will 
also learn that other animals like squirrels, frogs and 
chipmunks sometimes sound like birds and you will be 
able to filter them out. Slowly you will notice when a 
bird song sounds different.

Recording bird sounds with a smartphone, voice 
recorder, or field recorder so you can identify them 
later is another technique. Uploading the sounds to 
a social network such as iNaturalist or the Hamilton 
Beginning Birders group will likely find someone who 
can help identify the species. Learning to recognize 
the sonograms of the species will help, if you’re a 
visual learner, and making a birding podcast (as 
Rob has done!) is guaranteed to make you better at 
“birdlistening.”

Quizzing is something you can do by yourself or with 
someone else to learn bird songs. There are many online 
quizzes (e.g., eBird’s Photo and Sound Quiz, Cornell’s 
Bird Song Hero, Dendroica, and LarkWire), bird 
identification applications that have bird songs (e.g., 
iBird, Merlin), and sites to which you can upload a bird’s 
song to be identified (e.g. Xeno-Canto or BirdNet). 
You can also make your own bird songscape using a 
recorder and listen to it later to identify the species that 
is/are singing. If you record during the spring, you can 
review in the winter to keep your listening skills sharp.

Another proven technique is to get to know one bird 
at a time. Focus on a particular species and learn all its 
songs and calls by observation over a longer period of 
time in different places and situations. He recommends 
Bernd Heinrich’s One Wild Bird at a Time as an excellent 
book to read about this method.

To help his listeners learn better in his songbird 
podcasts, Rob uses different music in each episode 
to create a unique narrative environment; he usually 

introduces only one species at first; and he avoids 
overwhelming backgrounds of other birds singing. 
He also leaves the natural breaks of silence between 
vocalizations as they are, whether long or short, 
because these are important learning cues. He does not 
gloss over common species that are heard, and ends the 
podcast by repeating the song of the first-introduced 
species without any voiceover.

As for equipment, a smartphone voice recorder 
application will work fine, especially if you add a high-
gain plug-in microphone such as the Edutige EIM-
001 or ETM-001. An entry-level field recorder such 
as the Zoom H1n Handy Recorder works well but the 
premium-level Zoom H6 with an XY microphone is 
better, he says from experience. He highly recommends 
a fuzzy windscreen (“dead cat”) to put over the foam 
windscreen of whatever microphone you use to 
eliminate wind noise that could overwhelm the bird 
song. And he recommends keeping your breathing and 
footsteps or other noises out of the recordings.

He has also worked with automated recording units 
(ARUs) such as the Cornell Swift and the AudioMoth 
in the HNC’s Bioacoustics Research Project – for more 
information about these devices, google the names. 
These battery-powered units are left in selected areas 
in HNC sanctuaries or other field locations for days 
or weeks at a time and can be scheduled to record at 
certain times of the day. (Many of these recordings are 
available on the HNC website.) On a final note, Rob 
mentioned that anyone interested in helping in a tech-
nical or non-technical way with this project is welcome 
to contact directoratlarge@hamiltonnature.org for fur-
ther volunteer information.

During the question period that followed, someone 
asked how Rob felt about playing birdsong recordings 
to attract birds. Rob replied that he only uses this tech-
nique sparingly when trying to confirm a species or 
when leading a hike to flush a particularly elusive bird 
for everyone to see – this minimizes disturbance of the 
birds. Generally, he prefers being patient.

Rob’s future plans include getting out of the region to 
explore new places when the Covid-19 lockdowns are 
lifted, perhaps recording large flocks of Snow Buntings 
or Red-winged Blackbirds, and maybe revisiting some 
of his early podcast sites with his improved recording 
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equipment to get better-quality soundscapes.

As the webinar was winding down, Jackson noted that there was lots of praise coming into the chat function for 
all the good information Rob had just presented as well as kudos for his podcasts, which one attendee said she lis-
tened to every evening to unwind. Adding his own thanks to Rob for not only his talk but also all his ongoing hard 
work for the HNC and the BSG, Jackson signed off for the evening. It was another highly educating and interesting 
webinar successfully executed!

HSA Nature Note – Alder Flycatcher Nest
I was helping on the Odonata count yesterday (3 July). Of 
course I’m looking for butterflies and birds and all the rest 
when I’m out. With the Breeding Bird Atlas commencing this 
year I’m keen to detect breeding birds. You can record this 
data from anywhere you happen to be, and with the on-line 
recording feature with the most recent Atlas project, it makes 
it quite simple to do. At one site I was at yesterday (Valens 
Rd at Valens C.A.) I noticed an Alder Flycatcher giving its 
“pip” call frequently so I knew it was alarmed at my presence. 
I soon noticed an Alder Flycatcher sitting in very small cedar 
and it looked like it had something (food) in its beak. It flew 
down into an adjacent patch of shrubs. I immediately thought 
that there was a nest in those shrubs so I went to the shrubs 
to look. It was a patch of Silky Dogwoods no more than 4 
feet high with a diameter of maybe 6 feet. I carefully looked 
through the dogwoods with no luck. Coming back past this 
spot about 20 minutes later I saw the flycatcher again in the cedar and it flew into the shrubs. I moved in and 
looked again. No luck. 

I decided to walk past the shrubs by about 50 feet and watch, partially obstructed, from behind another cedar. 
Soon a bird flew into the same small cedar with food in its bill, and then flew into the shrubs. Swamp Sparrow! 
This was perplexing as of course I knew previously I was looking at an Alder Flycatcher and yet a Swamp Sparrow 
was nesting in the same small patch of dogwoods. About 30 seconds later the flycatcher flew into the cedar and 
then into the dogwoods. I could see exactly where it flew in and could mark the location with a dead cattail stalk 
that was sticking up behind the shrubs. I moved in directly at the cattail and to the shrubs. This time I found the 
flycatcher nest after about a minute of carefully searching. The nest was about 18” from the top of the shrubs and 
contained four 1/2 grown young. I got a couple of quick photos and retreated. I deduced this was the flycatcher nest 
as opposed to the sparrow nest based on the appearance of the young, the nest height and nest structure.

I did not attempt to find the Swamp Sparrow nest - Bill Lamond.

Alder Flycatcher, nest with 4 young at Valens C.A. 
along Valens Rd, 1.4km N of Hwy 97, Hamilton-

Wentworth, ON - 3 July 2021 - photo Bill Lamond.
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Displaying Tom Wild Turkey to hen in Pleasant View Survey - 8 May 2021 - photo Peter Hurrell.

White-throated Sparrow at Iroquoia Heights C.A. - 6 May 2021 - photo Liam Thorne.
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HSA Nature Note – Canada Geese on the Move – Moult Migration

You wouldn’t think that Canada Geese migrate in early June but they do. Tonight (1 June 2021) I counted 523 
Canada Geese flying north over Brantford between 7 to 9 p.m. The first bunch of 110 flew over my house while 
I was outside. I was very surprised by the number (and the volume), as there have only been about 70 non-
breeding geese hanging out at the Grand River in recent weeks. Soon another 40 flew over. I suspected these 
were moult migrants due to the number, direction of flight, and the time of year. 

These moult migrants are non-breeders or failed nesters that move (migrate) to James Bay where they then 
moult all of their flight feathers and become flightless for several weeks until the new flight feathers grow in. I 
always thought it was bizarre that they would fly this distance to moult, but they do, and in big numbers. There 
must be some advantage in flying all that way to James Bay or they wouldn’t do it. I have no idea how long they 
stay there once they regain their flight capabilities. 

After the two initial flocks I went to the Grand River behind Glenhyrst Gardens as it is a fine place for some 
evening birding in the setting sun. I saw several more flocks of Canada Geese in the next 40 minutes, all flying 
due N and not stopping as they passed over the river. The flocks numbered 14, 34, 54, 88, 176 and 40. 

Fascinating behaviour - Bill Lamond

Replies

I spent the summer 1967 doing bird work at Churchill, Manitoba.

Beginning about mid-June I observed flocks of drake Common Goldeneyes and Common Mergansers flying 
down the Churchill River and out to Hudson Bay. These were moult migrants. Females stay with their ducklings 
and moult new flight feathers synchronous with their chicks growing their first remiges.

I expect that it is safer (slightly!) to be out on the open waters of the bay than to be in rivers and small lakes. 
Presumably the Canada Geese are going to where there is abundant new growth and where predators might 
be seen from afar.

Bob Curry

Thanks for posting about this and stimulating so much conversation about an otherwise generally overlooked 
species. I’ve long been fascinated with this moult migration of Canada Geese and have been fortunate enough 
to spend lots of time on the southern coast of James Bay over the last decade seeing where they spend their 
flightless period.

During late May 2018 I was lucky enough to be on the coast to see the first southern moult migrants arrive. I 
was up there to instal Motus stations and team up with another group flying surveys of the southern James Bay 
Canada Goose breeding population. We arrived on the coast on May 25th, setting up stations and surveying the 
breeding geese from Moosonee to Akimiski Island. For the first three days not a single Canada Goose was seen 
that wasn’t paired up at a nest breeding. On the morning of the 28th, with a south breeze, geese started arriving 
by the hundreds. For the rest of our trip (two days) there was a constant influx of flocks flying in from the south.

Generally speaking I spend most of my time up there in the summer when all the moult migrants are already 
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there and are mixed in with some of the local breeders. Obviously there must be advantages to this moult 
migration and maybe less predation is a factor, but there is no shortage of things preying on them up there. 
Being on the shore of a giant body of water sounds safe, but when the tide goes out so fast they are often caught 
with 2km of mudflat between them and the tide line.  On several occasions I’ve watched wolves take advantage 
of this, running right out in front of us and snatching the geese as they try to get to the water. It’s not much of 
a fight and looks about as easy as us going to the grocery store. The wolf will often run the goose ~1km back to 
stash it in some vegetation or share it with pups and then come back out and grab another.

Bald Eagles also take advantage of this resource and most take a good number of these flightless birds.  Some 
of our local young Bald Eagles shortly after setting out on their own migrate north to James Bay, before head-
ing south to spend their first winter in places like Florida. I assume they are taking advantage of flightless 
geese.

The food quality must be a bit of a driver of this migration. Obviously there is no shortage of lawns and golf 
courses to graze on in the south, but they are feeding on a variety of native plants along the coast, clearing out 
some patches completely as they move along.

Ross Wood

Butterfly Milkweed along Hwy 24 and Godby Rd, Brant - 6 July 2021 - photo Bill Lamond. An incredible concentration of this stunning flower. 
There may be as many as 2000 plants in this relatively small area along a busy roadway.
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Sandy Lake Road Butterflies, Peterborough — 4 July, 2021
by BOB CURRY

ON SATURDAY NIGHT there were again no reports 
of the Steller’s Sea Eagle from New Brunswick so that trip 
was off. We decided as a consolation to visit the famous-
for-butterflies Sandy Lake Road in Peterborough 
County. It’s about 2 ½ hours from Burlington so not to 
be taken lightly. The clouds cleared as we approached 
the area about 10 resulting in a sunny, hot day the first 
after several unsettled rainy days.

About 25 kilometres north of Havelock, the road 
runs parallel to Regional Road 46. It is loose surfaced 
and lightly travelled for 12 kilometres through sedge 
meadows and upland deciduous woods – perfect for 
butterflies. The strategy here is to walk the road verges 
and check whatever plants are in bloom. Today, it 
was Cow Vetch, Viper’s Bugloss, Common Milkweed, 
Spreading Dogbane and Pickerelweed.

Shortly after we arrived Jerry Ball a life-long resident 

of Peterborough and dedicated butterflyer came along. 
Twice a week Jerry does a thorough census of the 
butterflies along the length of this road. It was soon 
obvious to us that this was going to be a big butterfly 
day.

Skippers, hairstreaks and crescents festooned the 
flowers.  Milkweed globes  were studded with brightly 
coloured leps reminding Glenda of the Covid virus 
model with its prominent studs. So parched for nectar 
were they that they could be studied eyeball to eyeball. 
For this intimacy I highly recommend knee pads.

We worked deliberately north along the road stopping at 
ribbons of blue and white. The common denominators 
were Banded Hairstreaks and Northern Crescents. 
However, the species variety increased with every stop. 
By the end of the day our total was 38 species. I should 
confess that so intent was I on photography that a 
couple of these species I discovered later when pouring 
through the images.  Here is our complete list:

             Summer Swallowtail 4
Pink-edged Sulphur 2
Cabbage White 2
Bog Copper 1
Acadian Hairstreak 1
Coral Hairstreak 1
Edward’s Hairstreak 1
Banded Hairstreak 850 [1392]
Hickory Hairstreak 2

Crossline Skipper at Sandy Lake Road, Peterborough - 4 July 
2021 - photo Bob Curry.

Mulberry Wing at Sandy Lake Road, Peterborough - 4 July 
2021 - photo Bob Curry.

Banded Hairstreak at Sandy Lake Road, Peterborough 
- 4 July 2021 - photo Bob Curry.
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Striped Hairstreak 4
Summer Azure 10
Monarch 6
White Admiral 1
Silver-bordered Fritillary 16  
Great Spangled Fritillary 4
Aphrodite Fritillary 5
Mourning Cloak 2
Eastern Comma 1
Gray Comma 3
Northern Crescent 240 [358]
Northern Pearly Eye 1
Eyed Brown 2
Little Wood Satyr 1
Northern Cloudywing 1
Columbine Duskywing 4
Least Skipper 1
European Skipper 20
Tawny-edged Skipper 3
Crossline Skipper 2
Long Dash 14
Northern Broken-Dash 12
Hobomok Skipper 3
Mulberry Wing 63 [95]
Broad-winged Skipper 56 [86]
Delaware Skipper 5
Peck’s Skipper 1
Two-spotted Skipper 22
Dun Skipper 80

Some numbers invite comment.  I phoned Jerry later 
to get his counts.  He is meticulous and methodical so 
his numbers would be considerably bigger than ours. 
Taking that into account I adjusted some of our numbers 
upwards as our counts/estimates were just too low (this 

is normal when estimating bird and butterfly numbers 
in my experience). The numbers in square brackets are 
Jerry Ball’s counts for July 4 on the Sandy Lake Road.  
The Banded Hairstreak count is a record high for Ball 
but everything else he has eclipsed previously.  For me 
many species were record high. Don’t remember ever 
seeing more than a handful of Mulberry Wings, Two-
spotted Skippers and Broad-winged Skippers on any 
single day.

I have experienced wonderful butterfly days in the 
past particularly at Point Pelee where numbers are 
punctuated with amazing rarities. Today at Sandy Lake 
Road ranks right up there with them.

Silver-bordered Fritillary at Sandy Lake Road, Peterborough 
- 4 July 2021 -  photo Bob Curry.

Bog Copper at Sandy Lake Road, Peterborough - 4 July 
2021 - photo Bob Curry.

Aphrodite Fritillary at Sandy Lake Road, Peterborough - 4 July 
2021 - photo Bob Curry.
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Butterflies on Common Milkweed at Sandy Lake Road, Peterborough - 4 July 2021 - photo Bob Curry.

HSA Nature Note – Map Turtle Mania at Grand River, Brantford

Today (25 March 2021) Sarah Lamond and I counted 
basking Map Turtles at a known basking area on the Grand 
River in Brantford. We counted 138 Map Turtles, most of 
which are in these photos, in an area of shoreline of about 
200 feet. This turtle is a “species of concern” under Ontario’s 
Endangered Species Act. It is an uncommon and local 
species. This population in Brantford must be one of the 
largest in the province. I have mentioned this area before in 
a note last year but I have never seen a concentration quite 
like this - Bill Lamond.
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The Throwback | 2009

On 4 April 2009, the HNC hosted a fundraiser Wine 
Tasting Event with wine expert and Club member Alex 

Eberspaecher, to raise money for the Head-of-the-Lake Land 
Trust. This was one of the most fun nights the Club has ever 

hosted. Not surprisingly! 
In the photo above Alex is on the right and assistant George 

Serena is on the left - photo Judy Eberspaecher.
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Recently emerged Dog Day Cicada from its nymphal case in Dundas - 4 July 2021 - photo Warren Beacham.



YOU CAN HELP 
PROTECT THE 
NATURAL WORLD
Donor support is the key to ensuring we 
can continue to build on a century of 
protecting nature for future generations.

Your gift helps nature grow.

Learn more about how donation funds are 
used and how to donate to the HNC at
hamiltonnature.org/support-us/donations
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